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A MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIR

I write to you from the Park City Math Institute in 
Midway, Utah where I am spending 3 weeks 
with 24 other undergraduate faculty wrestling 
with what a major in Data Science might look 
like. We hope to produce a report at the end of 
the summer. If you would like to see a copy of 
the report before it's public, just e-mail me. We'd 
love feedback.

Thanks to all of you who voted this spring in 
the ASA elections. The name of the section is 
now Statistical Learning and Data Science 
(SLDS). Thanks also to all who ran for office 
for our section and congratulations to the 
new officers for 2016-2017:

Cynthia Rudin (Chair-Elect)
Todd Ogden    (Program Chair - Elect) 
Ben Baumer    (COS Representative) 
Susan Wang    (Secretary)

We have a great program of talks lined up for 
the JSM in Chicago (see page 4). Our 
business meeting is scheduled for Tuesday 
from 5 to 6 and this year we will also have a 
mixer with food and drinks (!) right afterward 
from 6 to 7:30. Please stop by to help 
celebrate the name of our new section!!
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Our webczar Glen Colopy interviewed our 
Program Chair Elect, Genevera Allen, and Guan 
Yu, one of our 2015 student prize winners. See 
pages 7-10 for the interviews!

Finally, I'm happy to announce that the ASA 
decided to increase our invited paper allocation 
to 4 sessions starting next year. We were one of 
only two sections to see an increase!!

‰ 
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Hope to see you all in Chicago !!

He also reports that the ASA is in the process of 
moving section websties to AmStat microsites. 
Ours is underconstruction and will be up soon at: 
http://community.amstat.org/slds/home.
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The ASA, for the first time is helping to 
sponsor the IEEE DSAA 2016, 3rd IEEE 
International Conference on Data Science 
and Advanced Analytics to be held in 
Montreal Oct. 17-19, 

From the Conference website:

The conference aims to provide a premier 
forum that brings together researchers, 
industry practitioners, as well as potential 
users of big data, for discussion and 
exchange of ideas on the latest theoretical 
developments in Data Science as well as 
on the best practices for a wide range of 
applications.

IEEE DSAA'2016 will consist of two main 
Tracks: Research and Application; the 
Research Track is aimed at collecting 
contributions related to theoretical 
foundations of Data Science and Data 
Analytics. The Application Track is aimed at 
collecting contributions related to applications 
of Data Science and Data Analytics in real life 
scenarios. DSAA solicits then both theoretical 
and practical works on data science and 
advanced analytics.

Keynote speakers will include Prof. 
Yoshua Bengio, Prof. Juliana Freire and 
Prof. David Donoho. 

Data Science and Advanced Analytics 
Conference 

Montreal  Oct 17-19 

Upcoming conference on Data Science co-sponsored by ASA
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The SLDM section is in good financial condition. We will 
give out 5 $1000 awards for best student papers in 
Chicago thanks to a generous gift from Pandora. Sanofi-
Pasteur has underwrited the first Breiman Award. We 
always welcome comments and suggestions on how the 
section could help members.Our two short courses at 
this year's JSM provide significant income for the 
section. We hope to increase this number in the future, 
so if you have ideas for future JSM short courses please 
send them in.

From the Treasurer 
Yichao Wu

North Carolina State University 
wu@stat.ncsu.edu

From the Past-Chair 
Yufeng Liu 

University of North Carolina 
 yfliu@email.unc.edu

Report from The Conference on Statistical Learning 
and Data Science held at the University of North 
Carolina, Chapel Hill, from June 6 to 8 in 2016. 

The conference was hosted by the UNC Department 
of Statistics and Operations Research and the 
Department of Biostatistics.Yufeng Liu (our former 
ASA-SLDS Section chair) served as the conference 
chair. 

This is the fourth conference for the SLDS Section. 
Previous conferences were hosted by Ohio State 
University (2010), University of Michigan (2012), and 
Duke University (2014).

There were three plenary speakers at the conference, 
including Prof. Bin Yu (UC Berkely) on June 6, Prof. 
Susan Murphy (University of Michigan) on June 7, 
and Prof. Michael Kosorok (UNC) on June 8. A 
banquet was held on June 7 with J.S. Marron (UNC) 
as the banquet speaker.

The conference was complete with 33 invited 
sessions, each comprising 3 speakers, and a poster 
session featuring the work of 26 early career 
researchers. Around 180 people attended the 
conference, of whom, more than 50 were
students.
The sponsors of the conference  included INFORMS’ 
Section on Data Mining and Section on Artificial 
Intelligence, Statistical and Applied Mathematical 
Sciences Institute (SAMSI), Google Inc., SAS Institute, 
UCB Biosciences Inc., and Rstudio. Prof. Liu also 
successfully obtained NSF support to cover the travel 
cost for a number of junior researchers for the 
conference.

More information about the conference can be found 
at http://www.unc.edu/~yfliu/sldm2016/index.html

rdeveaux
Line
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The Section on Statistical Learning and Data Science will have a large presence at the JSM this year in 
Chicago. 

We are sponsoring 4 Invited Paper sessions this year. These sessions are: (1) Advanced Machine Learning 
Methods for Large-Scale Heterogeneous Data organized by Annie Qu (Monday morning) ; (2) Recent Advances 
in High-Dimensional Statistics and Computational Methods organized by Dan Yang (Tuesday afternoon); (3) 
Getting High on Statistics: Powering Large-Scale Data Analysis organized by Ananda Sen (Wednesday 
morning); and (4) The Good, the Bad, and the Messy: Innovations in Analysis of Electronic Medical Records 
organized by Ruth Etzioni and Suchi Saria (Thursday morning). 

The winners of the SLDS Student Paper Awards will present their work in the Topic Contributed Awards 
Session on Tuesday morning.  We also are sponsoring 5 other Topic Contributed Sessions during the meetings. 
These topics are: (1) Infinite Permutations and Statistical Physics; (2) Finite Mixture Models; (3) Regularization; 
(4) Functional Data Analysis; and (5) Precision Medicine.

In addition to the invited papers and the topic contributed papers, SLDS will also sponsor a total of 20 
Contributed Paper sessions, with a widely ranging set of topics from Graphical and Network Models to Model 
Selection and Regularization, Matrix Decomposition, and Manifold Learning, being among them.

We will also be sponsoring an Invited Poster session entitled, The Extraordinary Power of Data, on Sunday 
evening, and a Contributed Poster session on Tuesday afternoon. Finally, also on Tuesday, SLDS will be 
sponsoring a SPEED session. For those of you not familiar with a SPEED session, it is a hybrid of a talk and 
poster. In the morning, the 18 presenters will each have 5 minutes to briefly pitch their work to the audience. 
Then in the afternoon, these 18 will be split into two 45-minute poster sessions.

You may also remember from the last newsletter, that SLDS is sponsoring 3 roundtable sessions, as well as 2 
continuing education courses. So, as you can see, our presence at JSM will surely be felt.

As a final note, on Tuesday evening, we will be having the SLDS Mixer. All are welcome to attend. Please join 
us to meet and mingle with other section members. 

Looking forward to a great JSM!

From our Program Chair 
Howard Bondell,

North Carolina State University
bondell@stat.ncsu.edu

Overview of SLDS Program in Chicago 

You can find more details on various parts of the program on the following pages.
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If you have Roundtable suggestions/ideas for  
Balitmore in 2017 please send them to the 2017 Program 
Chair-Elect:  Todd Ogden (to166@columbia.edu)

From our Program Chair-Elect 
Genevera Allen,
Rice Univeristy 
gallen@rice.edu

And don't forget the SLDS roundtables in Chicago
1) Title: Members Choice: Hot Topics in Statistical

Learning and Data Mining
Discussion Leader: Glen Colopy, Oxford University

3) Title: Bridging Academia and Industry
Discussion Leader:  Justin Dyer, Google

Ideas for JSM 2017 Invited Sessions? .

It's not too early to start thinking about JSM 2017!  
Next year's JSM will be in Baltimore, Maryland from 
July 29 - August 3, 2017. 

The theme for JSM 2017 is “Statistics: It's Essential,” but 
not all sessions have to adhere to this theme. Formats 
vary for invited sessions; however, all are 110 minutes in 
length and have a session chair. The sessions typically 
include 2–6 participants, including the chair, with two of 
the most popular and successful formats being 2–3 
speakers with a discussant or a panel discussion of 3–5 
panelists. Please reference the call for invited sessions 
published inAmstat News: http://magazine.amstat.org/
blog/2016/07/01/jsm17invited/.  

To get session information into the early planning stages 
for JSM 2017, please submit the session proposal online 
athttp://www.amstat.org/meetings/jsm/2017/
submissions.cfm. The submission site will be open 
from Thursday, July 14, through Tuesday, September 
6, 2016 (11:59 p.m. Eastern, 9:59 p.m. Pacific)  for 
session proposals. Note: Organizers are able to select 
up to three (3) potential sponsors for their proposal 
submissions. You will then determine which sessions will 
be accepted as your allocated sessions and which (if 
any) to enter into the ASA section competition.

Detailed information needed to submit an invited session 
proposal is provided below. If you encounter any 
problems with the online system, please contact Naomi 
Friedman at naomi@amstat.org. You will need to have 
the following information to submit your session proposal 
online:

1. Session Type (invited)
2. Session Subtype (e.g., paper or panel)
3. Sponsor (Select Section on Statistical Learning and
Data Science from the pull-down menu provided; 
organizers can select up to 3)
4. Title of Session
5. Session Description – please provide the following
information in this field:

▪Short description of session, including focus,
content, timeliness, and appeal

▪Invited speakers/panelists, including affiliation
and email address for each participant and tentative title 
for each presentation

▪ Format of session (e.g., chair, three speakers,
and discussant)
(No abstracts are required for submission at this time)

CE Courses for JSM 2017? As Yichao mentioned, 
continuing education courses are a great way to 
generate revenue for SLDS. The deadline for 2017 
course proporsals is Sep 30, 2016.  Please send them 
to me at gallen@rice.edu.
For more information about CE course proposal 
submission, see https://www.amstat.org/meetings/
jsm/2016/ceproposals.cfm

2) Title:  What can Statistics learn from Machine
Learning? And vice versa?
Discussion Leader: Ryan Tibshirani, Canegie Mellon
University

6. Theme (yes or no): Designate if the session has
topics relevant to the JSM theme
7. Applied (yes or no): Designate if the session has
topics relevant, or will have special appeal, to applied 
statisticians
8. Estimated audience size: Select the estimated
audience size the session will attract
9. Session organizer, including affiliation and email
address
10. Session chair, including affiliation and email
address

Please contact potential participants before submitting 
a proposal, as they already may have committed to 
participating in another session at JSM 2017. There 
are participation guidelines and restrictions regarding 
the number of times and in what capacity one can 
participate in the program: http://www.amstat.org/
meetings/jsm/2017/beontheprogram.cfm.

We may request more information about the session 
by mid-September 2016 and ask that you adhere to all 
subsequent deadlines for invited sessions.

Should you have questions or wish to have further 
discussions regarding invited sessions for the SLDS 
section, please contact me directly. Thank you for your 
interest, and I hope to hear from you with a submission 
by September 6, 2016.
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SLDS Sponsored Continuing Education Courses offered at JSM 2016 

Introduction to Statistical Learning for 
Unsupervised Problems --  
Sunday  8;30AM - 5:00PM  CC-W470a
Instructor: Ali Shojaie, 
University of Washington
This one-day course will provide a practical 
introduction to statistical learning methods for 
unsupervised problems. We will discuss three 
classes of methods: cluster analysis, dimension 
reduction and graphical modeling. More 
specifically, we will first discuss hierarchical and K-
means clustering methods. We will then discuss 
principal component analysis and multi-
dimensional scaling as tools for reducing the 
ambient dimension of the data. Finally, we will 
discuss sparse graphical models for analysis of high 
dimensional data, including data from Gaussian 
and non-Gaussian distributions. Throughout, we 
will emphasize on practical applications of these 
methods, as well as their limitations in high 
dimensional settings, including validation of results 
of unsupervised learning methods and tools for 
reproducible research. A number of case studies 
from finance and biology will be discussed to 
describe various statistical learning methods. The 
course will incorporate material from "Elements of 
Statistical Learning" by Hastie et al,  and 
instructor's notes form two courses taught at the 
Summer Institute for Statistical Genetics (SISG). 

Sucessful Data Mining in Practice
Monday 8:30AM - 5:00 PM CC-W471

Instructor: Dick De Veaux, 
Williams College

This one-day seminar will be a practical 
introduction to and an overview of data mining. 
Many of the standard techniques of data mining, 
including modern regression methods (lasso, etc), 
regression trees, neural networks, principal 
component regression, random forests, boosting 
method will be covered. The course will be problem 
solving based, using real case studies from industry 
to illustrate which methods work well, when and 
why. We will emphasize problem formulation, the 
challenges of the data and the communication back 
to decision makes to effect maximum impact in the 
organization.  No prerequisites other that a 
knowledge of the basics of regression are assumed. 
The applications will come from a wide variety of 
industries and include some applications from my 
personal experiences as a consultant for companies 
that deal with such topics as financial services, 
chemical processing, pharmaceuticals, and 
insurance.

Student Paper Competition -- Reminder !!!!

The prize winning papers from the Student Paper 
Competition (winners' names in bold)  sponsored 
by SLDS and Pandora will be presented Tuesday  
8/2/2016, 10:30 AM - 12:20 PM in CC-W183c: 

Congratulations to the winners!   (in bold below) 

Organizer(s): Tian Zheng, Columbia University
Chair(s): Tian Zheng, Columbia University
10:35 AM A Group-Specific Recommender System — Xuan Bi ; Annie Qu, University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign ; Junhui Wang, City University of Hong Kong ; Xiaotong Shen, University of Minnesota
10:55 AM Scalable Bayesian Rule Lists — Hongyu Yang, MIT EECS ; Cynthia Rudin, Duke University ; 
Margo Seltzer, Harvard
11:15 AM Model-Based Clustering for Large-Scale Dynamic Networks — Kevin Lee, Penn State 
University ; Lingzhou Xue, Penn State University ; David Hunter, Penn State University
11:35 AM Sparse Multidimensional Graphical Models: A Unified Bayesian Framework — Yang Ni ; 
Francesco Stingo, MD Anderson Cancer Center ; Veera Baladandayuthapani, MD Anderson Cancer Center
11:55 AM Another Look at Distance-Weighted Discrimination — Boxiang Wang, University of Minnesota ; 
Hui Zou, University of Minnesota
12:15 PM Floor Discussion

rdeveaux
Line
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How did you first become interested in statistics?

I like new things, all the time; and with statistics, what is really exciting that you can use statistics in so 
many fields. I knew I would never get bored if I pursued a career in statistics. I got started working on 
applied problems in genetics, and have now also moved to neuroscience. But who knows-maybe in a few 
years I’ll be working in physics or finance!*

Did you have any “ah-ha” moments that have shaped your research directions?

I think that research and research directions happen very organically, so when the opportunity to work with 
someone or a new data set or a new problem arises, you just have to be willing to run with it.  I think that 
knowledge and experience is very cumulative. So if I had some ah-ha moments, or one moment of perfect 
clarity I don’t remember them. The best work that you produce (whether developing methods, or working 
with collaborators, etc.) only exists because of the foundation that you’ve developed over years and years.

How do you allocate your time as a professor?

I would love to have hours just to sit and think...but I don’t think my schedule typically allows that! Large 
chunks of my time are spent managing / working with people: students, collaborators, teaching, service 
work, and committees.  
For example, with collaborators: I have been very lucky to have many great collaborators, but it takes a lot of 
time and attention to establish and develop long-lasting and fruitful collaborations. You need to meet with 
collaborators frequently to learn their priorities and set up joint meetings between your collaborators and 
your students. I invest a lot in my collaborative relationships.
What I try to do (sometimes very unsuccessfully!) is try to spend at least two hours every day working on “my 
stuff”. “My stuff” can involve thinking or writing.  I would love that time to be spent writing papers…but often 
it’s grants.

Interview by Glen Colopy with Program Chair Elect Genevera Allen 

Prof Genevera I. Allen (http://www.stat.rice.edu/~gallen/)  
is a professor in Departments of Statistics, 
andthe Electrical and Computer Engineering 
at Rice University. Genevera joined the ASA 
as a graduate student at Stanford, and is 
currently the Program Chair-Elect of the 
Statistical Learning and Data Science Section. 
Her current work includes developing new 
statistical learning tools for data-driven 
discoveries in integrative genomics and 
neuroscience. In 2014 she was listed in the 
Forbes “30 under 30” list. In June, Genevera 
attended the Statistical Learning and Data 
Science Conference in Chapel Hill, NC to 
present her work on regularization in the 
presence of highly correlated variables.
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How much time do you spend reading up on new statistical literature, and opposed to working 
on your original research?

As far as reading the literature, I would love to just sit down and read papers more often. Right now it 
seems that most of the papers I’m reading, I’m either handling as an associate editor or as a reviewer.  In 
my lab’s group meetings, we have someone present 1-2 papers per week, so that’s a very efficient way to 
learn and stay on top of the literature, rather than sitting down and trying to handle it all yourself.

What is the best way to acquire the subject matter knowledge you and your graduate 
students need for successful collaborations?

Each of my graduate students is assigned at least one scientific collaborator who works outside of 
statistics. What I look for are students who are very strong in statistics, programming**, and math. I think 
you’re going to learn much more from a scientist if you sit down with them often, interact, and learn their 
priorities in person, rather than taking a course or reading papers on your own. I’m a big proponent of 
learning by sitting down face-to-face  of working with scientists and medical doctors is understanding what 
their priorities are and how they think. This will help you understand how the results we give them will 
impact science. So that’s the important part. As far as more formal sources of learning, if you interact with 
someone often enough, you’re going to be sharing papers and learning the literature through social 
interaction, which is an extremely effecting method of learning. There’s a lot of research showing that we 
learn better from social interactions anyway, and I think that’s especially true when it’s interdisciplinary 
work outside of your field of training. Again, this is why I invest the time in constantly building working 
relationships with my collaborators.

On the subject of the section’s name –shift to “Statistical Learning and Data Science” (The “Data 
vs Math Question?)

I am huge proponent of data science. I think it’s very critical to scientific discussions, and especially 
important that statisticians are involved. As a discipline (especially in academic circles) we place a 
preponderance of emphasis on mathematical / statistical rigor and theory; and this often comes at the 
expense of focusing on the intricacies of the data itself. Data should be paramount and the focus in 
everything that we do.
Rich mathematics and theory are important in statistics, but it should be put in the context of supporting our 
understanding of data. Specifically, I think that the really important questions in science (that need to be 
addressed by data) are not addressed by methods that were developed from small, clean, toy data sets, that 
lend themselves to the assumptions of clean statistical theory. The data sets that are most important, the 
ones we need to be working with, are big, messy, and complex; they present so many initial statistical 
challenges that you don’t know where to start. Just because the dataset doesn’t lend itself to beautiful, clean, 
math to describe the problem, doesn’t mean that the dataset should be ignored. Instead the statisticians 
should feel encouraged to tackle these complex problems, put data challenges first, and the nice 
mathematics can follow in its own time.
Also, practical, effective, or heuristic methods should not be discarded just because we don’t yet understand 
all of their statistical properties. If a method is effective, there’s generally a very good mathematical and 
scientific reason that it is. In this respect, we could be a lot more like engineers and computer scientists 
because they go out and do things that are useful. I’m a very big proponent of “do something”.  Then, we 
can go back and study the mathematics / theoretical statistical properties of the practical, effective methods.  

* A notable quote from John Tukey expressing similar sentiments: “The best thing about being a statistician is
that you get to play in everyone's backyard.”

** See the “Software” section of her website.

8
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Prof Guan Yu (http://guanyu.web.unc.edu/) 
is a graduating Ph.D. student at the Department of 
Statistics and Operations Research at UNC-Chapel Hill.  
His supervisor is Yufeng Liu (Past-Chair of SLDS) and 
he joined ASA in 2013. His research is focused on high 
dimensional statistical inference, multi-task learning, and 
incomplete multi-modality data analysis, in particular with 
applications to neuroimaging. In 2015 he won the SLDM 
Student Paper Award. In 2014 he won the ASA Young 
Statistician in Business and Industry Award, as well as 
the Student Paper Award from the ASA Section on 
Statistical Computing. He will be accepting an Assistant 
Professorship at SUNY Buffalo in July 2016.

Interview by Glen Colopy with Guan Yu 

What will you graduate? 

I graduated this May.

When/how did you become involved with the ASA? With the SLDS?

I became involved with the ASA when I attended the JSM in 2014. In the same year, I also became involved with 
the SLDS when I attended the SLDM Meeting hosted by the Department of Statistical Science at Duke University.

You have a tendency to win awards for your papers! Could you give us a 1-2 sentence description for 
your SLDM Student Paper Award in 2015, your NISS/ASA Award in 2014, and your ASA Statistical 
Computing Award in 2014?

For my NISS/ASA Award and the ASA Statistical Computing Award in 2014, our submitted papers introduce a 
new sparse regression method incorporating graphical structure among predictors. Following that study, we 
developed a new multi-task learning method for joint prediction of multiple response variables. Our proposed 
method incorporates both the graphical structure among predictors and the correlation information among 
different response variables. The corresponding paper won the SLDM Student Paper Award in 2015. 

I’m guessing that by this point we will have broached the topic of graphical models. For those members 
of SLDS who are not familiar with these, could you give us a sentence or two on why they’re so popular? 
Where should they look for a good introduction?

Graphical models are very useful to describe conditional independences among a set of random variables.  They 
can be widely used in many scientific fields such as genetics and neuroscience. We can find a good introduction 
about graphical modeling from the Chapter 13 of the book “Statistics for High-dimensional Data” written by Peter 
Bühlmann and Sara van de Geer.

You attended Nankai University, which is a prestigious university in China. From what you’ve observed, 
what are the major differences (curriculum, coursework, assessments) that you’ve observed between, 
say, the B.S. in Mathematics program you attended and the programs that you’ve seen in the US? How 
about for the M.S. in Statistics?

I don’t know too much about the B.S. in Mathematics program in US. For the statistics program, I think that the 
major difference is the curriculum. For the M.S. in Statistics in Nankai University, we need to learn some 
theoretical courses such as measure theory and stochastic analysis. For the M.S. in Statistics in UNC, we focus 
on learning some courses about applied statistics and statistical consulting.

9
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UNC’s Department is both Statistics and Operations Research. Admittedly I’m biased, but Stats plus 
OR in the same program sounds fantastic. Coursework-wise, how did you divide your focus between 
Stats and OR? What was your favorite OR class? What aspects of your OR training do you bring 
forward into your current work?

I focused on Stats courses since I was in the Stats program. My favorite OR class is Linear Programming. 
The OR training enables me to learn some theories and algorithms about linear programming and quadratic 
programming, which is very useful for my research about statistical machine learning. 

How do you divide your research time? (e.g. between reading statistical literature, consulting, coding,
…drawing on a white board…)

I always read some papers every week. I like trying my ideas by simulation. I spend more time on coding than 
reading statistical literature. 

How do you go about acquiring the subject matter knowledge you need for your model?

I will read some related literature or schedule a meeting with some experts in UNC.

Do you have a favorite online statistics or OR lecture? How about a good tutorial paper that really 
helped you understand a topic?

I like many great statistics lectures on YouTube. I also enjoy reading some tutorial papers about medical 
imaging analysis.

What are your thoughts on the section’s name change to “Statistical Learning and Data Science”? 
What is the benefit of specifying “Data Science” in the section title?

In my opinion, specifying “Data Science” in the section title can remind us that modern statistical learning 
requires techniques and theories drawn from many fields, not only statistics but also information science and 
computer science. It’s a very good idea to change the title.

What is the “live” in “@live.unc.edu”?

This is a very good question that I will ask the ITS in UNC!

10
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